
TRIGGER MAP | AMK AGENT JOURNEY
MARRIAGE

BALANCE 
TOP-UP Nary asks Lach, the MBO to top-up / 

withdraw money

Nary goes to goes to branch to top-up /
withdraw money Nary gives AMK card and enters password Nary gives / receives cash Nary prepares cash on hand

Lach, the MBO brings / receives cash

Lach, the MBO calls agent if balance is low

Nary gets receipt and SMS confirmation

Nary checks balance on app 
and cash on hand

Nary does not want to top up regularly

Nary is far from branch

Nary goes to another agent to top-up /
withdraw money

Nary does not know she can top-up at 
another Agent

Balance is not obvious in app

No alerts when balance runs low

SEND 
MONEY TRANSFER

If cash: Sender gives cash Nary fills in receipt

If account: Sender gives AMK card 

Nary enters details into app
Nary receives confirmation SMS  
(if over $5)

Nary writes code onto receipt and gives  
to Sender, keeps copy

If account: Nary gives phone to Sender  
to input PIN 

Nary gets success message with 
transaction code

Nary asks Sender for their details,  
Receiver details, and amount to send 

Nary does not have enough balance

Nary double-charges fee from Sender  
(cash and auto deduct)

Nary does not get transaction code,  
does double transaction 

Nary does not know to opt in  
for SMS notifications

Message in EnglishSender cannot find another AMK easily

CHECK BALANCE

Customer asks Nary to check  
account balance Nary gets AMK card from Customer Nary tells/shows Customer account balance

Nary logs into app, gives Customer phone 
to input PIN

DEPOSIT

Nary receives cash deposit from Customer Nary gets AMK card from Customer Nary fills in receipt Nary inputs details into app Nary gives phone to Customer to input PIN

If Customer forgets PIN, Nary resets PIN

Nary gives receipt to Customer, keeps copy

Nary does not have enough balance

Customer cannot find another AMK easily

OPEN ACCOUNT

Nary gives Customer advice / information 
about account Nary takes Customer ID and phone number Nary fills in account opening form

Nary gets Customer to sign / thumbprint 
account opening form

Nary asks Customer to choose currency  
of AMK card Nary takes photo of ID card and AMK card Nary gives phone to Customer to input PIN

Nary sends new account document photos 
to Lach, the MBO 

Nary calls Lach, the MBO to collect new 
account documents

Lach, the MBO collects documents to take 
to branch

Nary gives receipt, yellow copy of form and 
AMK card to Customer, keeps a copy  
of receipt and formNary inputs details into app

Nary too busy / does not know how,  
sends Customer to Branch

Complicated process / takes time
Nary does not offer customer options  
for currency

Nary does not tell Customer about  
ATM feature

Nary does not know English but has 
to enter Customer name in English

Nary not knowledgeable,  
gives insufficient pitch

WITHDRAW

Customer tells Nary what amount  
to withdraw Nary gets AMK card from Customer Nary fills in receipt

Nary gives cash and receipt to Customer, 
keeps copyNary inputs details into app Nary gives phone to Customer to input PIN

If Customer forgets PIN, Nary resets PIN

Nary does not have enough balance

Customer cannot find another AMK easily

BILL PAYMENT

Nary receives electricity bill from Customer

If account: Customer gives Nary  
account details

Nary inputs details into app

If account: Nary gives phone to input PIN

If cash: Customer gives Nary cash
Nary fills in receipt with transaction code 
and amount Nary gives receipt to Customer, keeps copy Nary takes paid bill to Supplier

Nary not familiar with process Takes time, complicated process Nary makes late payment

Slow loading — Nary accidentally 
does double payment to Supplier

RECEIVE
MONEY TRANSFER

Nary gets transaction code, Receiver phone 
number and amount from Receiver

Nary verifies Receiver phone number  
with missed call or short code Nary inputs details into app

Nary gives Receiver cash and receipt  
and keeps copyNary fills in receipt

Nary does not have enough balance Nary confused by pink and yellow receipt Sending agent gives wrong code

Receiver cannot find another AMK easily

NARY’S EXPERIENCE AS AN AMK AGENT

ENQUIRY

Lach, the MBO visits Nary to observe 
and recruit

Nary contacts Lach, the MBO to ask about 
becoming an Agent

Nary seeks advice from spouse /  
family / friends

Nary talks to other AMK Agents  
about their experience

Nary finds out information  
about benefits and requirements Nary checks AMK website and Facebook Nary goes to AMK branch to ask questions Nary reviews pricing and commissionNary calls Lach, the MBO to discuss

SET UP

Lach, the MBO schedules appointment 
for training

Nary gets trained individually at her 
business / home

Nary organizes Android smartphone  
and internet / data

Lach, the MBO sets up UT Mobile app and 
user name for Nary Nary creates new password Nary learns about policies Nary trains helpers Nary prepares cash on hand

Lach, the MBO brings branding and 
materials to Nary’s business Lach, the MBO sets up branding Lach, the MBO conducts booth activationNary learns how to use UT Mobile app

Nary gets trained in a group at  
AMK headquarters

Internet expensive, poor quality Nary forgets how to use app Nary too busy to get full training Nary does not give helpers full training Delays / out of stock

COURTING

CONTRACT

Lach, the MBO brings contract to 
Nary’s business

Nary goes to AMK branch to open account

Nary negotiates branding costs Nary signs contract, becomes agent Nary selects currencies to operate in Nary deposits initial cash Nary gets card(s)
Lach, the MBO fills in form to open 
account, brings to AMK branch

Nary signs up for new AMK account or 
changes existing one to agent account

Nary has to pay
Nary may not know to select SMS 
confirmation option

HOW NARY DECIDES WHETHER TO BECOME AN AGENT

HOW DID THEY HEAR?

WHY YES?

WHY NO?

Recruited by Lach, the MBO or a CO

More income

Gets to keep interest

Ability to work from existing business Trust AMK Friendly / convincing staff Only provider that has Thai Baht (BMC)

Available in rural areas
Already wants to become an agent  
for money transfer

Cheaper than Wing for customer  
— attract more customers

Second option after Wing Not exclusive (more choice for customers)
Easy set up – lower costs, less 
complicated (than Wing)

AMK Staff doing promotion in area Already use AMK Knows AMK agent AMK branch nearby Their customer asks about AMK

Their customers do not know AMK

Branding is not free

No one to support as helpers No POS Not enough money for requirements

Low commission Worried about security Too busy with their own business

Not enough Agents in network Competition is more attractive Heard people say AMK service is slow

AGENT FIRST IMPRESSIONS HOW NARY FIRST HEARS ABOUT BECOMING AN AMK AGENT
CHARACTERS AT THE HEART 
OF THE AMK EXPERIENCE

LACH 
THE MOTIVATED 
MBO
Lach is 21 years old and has been a Mobile 
Banking Officer (MBO) for 1 year. He enjoys 
learning about how businesses run and 
is studying business management on the 
weekends. He spends most of his time as an 
MBO looking after 40 agents in both rural and 
urban areas. He wants to recruit more agents 
and travels around different locations to find 
suitable candidates.

NARY 
THE AVERAGE 
AGENT
Nary is 30 years old, married with 2 children. 
She and her husband, Rotha, own a grocery 
shop and money exchange service near a busy 
marketplace. Nary has been an Agent for 2 years 
and has on average 3-5 AMK customers per day. 
Nary has trained Rotha to do AMK transactions 
when she is busy. She wants to increase the 
number of customers that come to her shop and 
expand her business.

MAINTENANCE

Nary calls Lach, the MBO to replace faded / 
broken branding or top-up materials

Nary arranges payment for new branding 
(if needed)

Lach, the MBO brings branding /  
materials to Nary

Lach, the MBO asks Nary to  
update branding

Poor quality display

Nary does not want to pay Delays / out of stock

FIXING  
DOUBLE 

TRANSACTION

Nary notices double transaction
Nary calls Call Center to fix double 
transaction

Nary gives Call Center transaction code  
or Sender / Receiver details Call Center fixes double transaction Nary checks correct balance on appNary checks mini statement and balance

Call Centre notices double transaction, 
contacts Nary to check transaction details

REVERSAL

Sender returns to Nary to reverse 
transaction Nary looks up transaction code Nary reverses transaction on app Nary writes new receipt Nary returns cash to Sender

Nary calls Call Center if Sender wants to 
reclaim the service fee

Nary cannot easily retrieve 
transaction code
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